
Leveraging Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) to connect individuals 
with intelligent and actionable geo-
spatial data, Esri is a pioneer in the 
field of GIS mapping and, through 
bringing spatial data analytics tech-
nology together with smartphone 
technology and pre-existing informa-
tion frameworks, Esri is one to unlock 
the potential of data and consequen-
tial intelligent decision making.

Offering a unique set of capabilities, Esri’s 
ArcGIS proffers contextual tools to facilitate 
mapping and spatial reasoning, with data com-
munication and information management be-
ing effective on both sides of the conversation. 
Out in the field, ArcGIS allows for pre-existing 
products and tools, as well as smartphone 
apps to conveniently share location-based in-
sights into the mapped area, whilst on the other 
side of the conversation, users are able to ex-
plore data and interface with location-relevant 
information and analytics to support intelligent 
decision making processes. What’s more, the 
data is fully complicit with open standards and 
can effectively complement other like-minded 
systems - this including the Building Informa-
tion Model (BIM).

Although each product under the ArcGIS 
umbrella is customised for specialist use and, 
as a result, there are some 180 different prod-
ucts in total, we can summarise the core con-

cepts within the four Esri product archetypes 
of: Web-GIS, Mobile-GIS, Desktop-GIS, and 
Server-GIS. Specifically, Web-GIS represents 
live, real-time GIS in a traditional format whilst 
Mobile-GIS covers data gathering and acqui-
sition, Desktop-GIS comprises data analytics 
and predictive patterning and pattern recogni-
tion, and Server-GIS (known as ArcGIS Enter-
prise) then encompasses the full infrastructure 
package for GIS in a bid to fully integrate the 
systems with others such as BIM through a 
shareable medium. 

Bringing perspective to the construction 
field, the Esri platform has been utilised by lead-
ing constructors for over four decades already, 
with the platform being one of the strongest for 
the visualisation, analysis, and interrogation of 
spatial data in the construction environment 
– something which has seen a considerable 
rise in importance alongside information man-
agement systems such as BIM, and visual 
representation such as CAD. Indeed, it is only 
in more recent years that we have seen GIS 
grow in prominence outside of the traditional 
construction sphere, and perhaps catalysed by 
the increased debate around smart cities and 
the Internet of Things (IoT).

Craig Evenden, AEC Manager at Esri UK 
provides us with more information on this tran-
sition: “We’ve seen a surge in the last decade 
for GIS being used in the real estate space. 
Historically people have always been focused 

on things from quite a Business Intelligence 
(BI) perspective within real estate, 
where you’ve 
had your 
brokers and 
research team 
not coming from a 
GIS background. This 
has created a bit of hesi-
tancy towards GIS and have 
chosen instead to use rudimenta-
ry BI tools to visualise data and run 
analysis. 

“What we’re seeing now though, is a 
recognition of the power of all the asset in-
formation that they’re actually holding, with 
some 99% of that information actually being 
spatial by very nature. It’s about where prop-
erties sit, how properties are managed, utilised 
in terms of office space, and they’re utilising 
GIS to visualise things such as shopping units 
for a shopping centre, footfall, interaction, and 
more, all to understand who is interacting and 
why they are going to that place.”

Whilst prominence within the construction 
field can be attributed in part to the increased 
requirement for data to be delivered on a pro-
ject in GIS format (especially in government 
tenders) as well as innovation out of the BIM 
sphere in the handling and representation of 
data for best-use management (GIS repre-
senting the perfect ecosystem for this in many 

respects), the real estate business has proven to be another animal entirely. Instead, within the 
real estate sphere, we see the emergence of aforementioned technologies and methodolo-
gies converging with the ever important defining factor of retail value – it’s all about location.

Bringing together big data use in terms for information being harvested and that of a 
strong BIM model for properties themselves, the real estate sector has seen a shift to-
wards a very data-centric position whereby data on both property and surrounding area 
can be gathered and managed effectively to leverage intelligent decision making – this 
both in terms of both prospective development and post-development management.  In 
this process, it is GIS which proves agents with easily managed and communicated 
data to allow for effective geo-targeting within the real estate sphere as well as accu-
rate representation of property value at a later date. 

Looking yet further forwards, Craig Evenden also provided his thoughts on his 
perception of the future for GIS in industry: “The focus on Smart cities has also 
seen a surge in organisations using GIS to connect their data. GIS is used so 
across all industries. With the rise of google maps and people using maps in 
their everyday lives it seems only natural that this would start to happen in their 
places of work. The map is becoming the framework, the way to visualise that 
asset. We are not saying GIS does everything and is a BIM system. Every 
organisation must know when it is appropriate to use Revit, CAD etc during 
a project lifecycle. But no longer is GIS ‘just another system’ that only the 
civils team uses or the mapping team uses. BIM Managers are now bring-
ing GIS across the whole business because they recognise the value 

it brings. This will bring about a sea of changes 
from upskilling staff to managing spatial 

data effectively.”
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